Consider mapping a regulari x j quadrilateralmesh of a rectangle onto a surface. The quality of the mapped mesh of the surface depends heavily on which vertices of the surface correspond to comers of the rectangle.Our problem is, given an n-sided surface, chose as comers four vertices such that the surface resembles a rectanglewith comers at those vertices. Note thatn could be quite large, and the length and width of the rectangle, i and j, are not prespecified. In general, there is either a goal number or a prescribed number of mesh edges for each bounding curve of the surface.The goals affect thequality of the mesh, and theprescribed edges may make tinding a feasible set of comers difficult.
Introduction
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function or actual values on various vertices, curves, surfaces, and volumes. The best software packages provide a toolbox of algorithms. These algorithms have complex trade-offs in terms of their automation, general applicability to complex geometries, quality of theproduced mesh, and speed and memory requirements. Often theuser mustdecide which algorithmto use for many subsets of the model, the order in which subsetsare meshed, and additional parametersfor each subset. Intelligent automation of these steps greatlyspeedstheoverall mesh generationprocess. We reporton an improved capability that automatically removes some order dependence and automatically specifies some parameters. (The automationof algorithmselection is also an importantproblem and is being researched.)
In particular,in the CUBIT [l] quadrilateraland hexahedralmesh generationtoolkit, a common paradigm is an advancing front. This requires us to first mesh the curves, then the surfaces, and finally the interiorof a volume. The user eitherspecifies a sofl-set goal or a fixed bard-set number of mesh edges (called intervals) for each curve. However, differentquadrilateralsurface meshing algorithms require a certain relationshipbetween the number of intervrdson each bounding curve. For meshing a surface with a mapping algorithm, theseconstraintsdepend on some additionalparameters, namely which vertices are chosen as the comers of the mapping primitive. Typically a curve is contained in two surfaces, and its intervalsare constrainedin some way by both of them. If surfaces are meshed one by one, then often we paintourselves into a comer and are left with a collection of surfaces that are unmeshable because their bounding curves are incompatibly meshed. Instead, we automatically and locally chose the comer parameters, then globally find the number of mesh edges (intervals) for each curve such that all surfaces can be meshed with their chosen algorithm and comers. These problems are called comer picking and interval assignment, respectively. Note that for a given choice of algorithms,comers, and hard-setintervals,intervalassignmentmay be impossible (e.g. see Figure 1 and Figure 2 ). Simultaneously choosing comers and intervalsto allow surface meshing is an NPhard problem [2] . A structuredor semi-stmctured volume meshing scheme may impose additional constraints.
We also note that if we cut surfaces into topological disks, and enforce thatevery curve has an even number of intervals,then any quadrilateral mesh of the surfaces that is compatible with the meshes of the curves admits a compatible hexahedralmesh of the enclosed volume. Actually finding a hexahedral mesh is another matter,particularlyone with a quality guarantee.
Comer picking is a highly geometric problem, but is non-Euclidean in that the length of a curve matters less than its user-specified number of intervals, and whetherthese intervals are soft-or hardset. The interval assignment problem comes from geometric data, but is essentiallya combinatorial problem, usually solved by linear programming [3] or more recently by networkflow algorithms [2] .
Corner Picking
"Map meshing a surface" produces some (hopefully isomeric) map from an abstractstructuredquadrilateralmesh of an n-gon primitive to a surface. Typical n-gons include triangles, rectangles and pentagons. Mapping is valued as the fastest and least memory jntensive surface meshing algorithm, bu[ lt is only applicable to special geometries: The quality of the surface's mesh depends on how close the map is to a constantfunction. The quality of the map depends heavily on the interiorangles of the vertices of the surface which are identified with comers of the abstractn-gon, the relative number of intervalson sides, and whether any interior-anglesare reflex. Here for brevity we consider only the rectangle-primitive, which is a regulari x j mesh (see Figure 11 left for a 5x5 example). Our technique has been applied to triangleprimitives and could be applied to othern-gons as well.
Often the surface is composemof four curves, and thecomers of the rectangle primitive are uniquely determined by the geometry. However, we can rectangle-primitivemap a surface thatresembles a rectangle in a fuzzy sense, and is bounded by more or less than four curves. Some of the rectangle sides may be composed of a composite of severalcurves.
The interval assignment constraints are that opposite sides have exactly equal intervals.The intervalson hard-setcurves are fixed, but the intervalson soft-set curves can be adjusted up or down to satisfytheseconstraints.In the case of some curves having hard-set intervals, the comer choice may also determine the feasibility of mapping the surface, as in Figure 1 . There is even a global problem that is NP-comp1ete[2] that we don't address here: Some comer choices may lead to the global interval assignmentproblem being infeasible, as in Figure 2. ?&G% Figure 1 .The hard-set(boxed) intervalsand choice of comers leads to an infeasible intervalassignmentproblem. First,the opposite right and left sides are hard-setwith unequal vafues. More subtly,the top and bottom sides are also infeasible: Since each curve must have at least one intervalthe bottom side must have at least four intervalsbut the top side is hardset to three. Figure 2 . Local comer picking makes global intervalassignmentimpossible on this real-world geometry.We get a system of equationsthatreduces to a+b = a, whose only solution has b=O, but a curve musthave at least one interval! A previous method used in CIJBIT is to pick as comers the vertices withsmaflestinteriorangle. Obviously thiscan lead to a poor mesh. Arkin et. al[4] presentsa polygon-matching algorithm thatdefines a metric for the shape-distance between two polygons in terms of an integralinvolving thetwo polygons' turning-jimctions.We can't immediately use this algorithm because one of our polygons is a rectangle of indeterminateheight and width, and because intervaf assignmentimposes differentconstraintsandgoals on which curves are on sides opposite each other.
However, our method of choice is a heuristic loosely based on the turning-function of Arkin et. al[4] . The heuristic has a provable runningtime of 0(n2), where n is the number of curves. It usually gives a good solution, but has trouble finding any solution in the case that many curves are hard-set and there are few feasible choices of comers. If the heuristic fails, we fall back on a set of algorithmsthatprovably find a feasible set of comers, if one exists, in time 0(n2 log n). A post-processing heuristic shifts comers incrementally, singly and in pairs, keeping feasible at all times, searchingfor a local optima.
Heuristic Corner Picking
The algorithm makes two 0(n2) passes. The first pass determines opposite comers 1 and 3, the second pass determinescomers 2 and 4. In the first pass, all pairsof vertices(a,b) areconsidered, and the pair with the best (smallest) qualityfunction value is chosen. The quality function is a weighted sum of the comer_angle function, the tum_angle function, and the interval_ratio function. The comer_angle function depends on the interiorangles at the comers (ideally ti), the tum_angle function on the amount the vector tangent to the bounding curves turns strictly between successive comers (ideally ti, to leave room for another comer), and the interval_ratiofunction depends on the ratio of intervals between sides (ideally 1). The parameters for comers (a,b+ 1) can be determinedin 0(2) time given their values for comers (a,b). These functions are super-linear, the goal being to not vary too greatly from a rectanglein any one sense. See Figure 4 for the effect of the tum_angle function. For certain pathological cases a possible improvement is to consider the maximum deviation of the tangent vector, rather than just comparing vectors adjacent to the comers. In addition to the intervalratio, a pair of vertices is excluded if the hard-setintervafs preclude any possible mapping with those vertices as opposite comers. Since comer 2 must lie between 1 and 3, and 4 between 3 and 1, the choice of comers 1 and 3 restrictsthechoice of comers 2 and 4. Hence the quality function also takes into account the best comer-angles among the possible candidates for comers 2 and 4. Comer with interiorangles greaterthan a user-specified threshold (usually n) can be excluded as well.
The second pass chooses comer 2 between 1 and 3, and comer 4 between 3 and 1. It is based on a similar quality function that considers the interior angles at comers 2 and 4 (ideally rTf2),the ratioof intervalsbetweenopposite sides (ideally 1, for both pairsof opposite sides), and the amount of turning between successive comers (ideally 0), If thereare very few curves, say less thannine, then we forego the above heuristic andjust exhaustively try all (< 210) combinations of four comers. We use similar functions to those described above, picking the combination with the best quality function. This quality function takes into account the fact that if a side must increase by some number of intervals to match the opposite side and many curves are hard-set,thenthe change must be distributedamong the remaining soft-set curves. For illustration,the examples in section 2.3 and most otherexamples don't use the exhaustivesearch.
After intervals are assigned and curves are meshed, a similar heuristicis used to decide where to place the comers for the actual surface meshing. There is additional freedom, as any mesh vertex can be a comer, not just a curve vertex. In some volume meshing schemes, this freedom is not available. Usually the chosen comers arethesame, but not always. For example, thecircle in Figure 3 has only one bounding curve and no comers to chose before curve meshing, and the union of circles in Figure 3 has only bad reflex comers before curve meshing. Picking comers for surfaces with meshed curves takes time O(m). where m is the number of mesh edges, ske in each passonly the ML!pairsof mesh vertices that exactly divide the surface need be considered. (One could try all possible quadruplesof comers in time 0(m2).)
The following pseudocode describes the basics of the three main functions and theirscaling with respect to each other. 
ProvableCornerPicking
Occasionally when there are many hard-set curves, the above heuristicfails to find a set of comers thatadmits a feasible solution to the intervrdassignmentproblem. In that case we can provably findafeasibleafeasible setofcomers,ifany exist,intimeO(n2 log n), wheren is the numberof curves bounding the surface. However wecan'tproveanything aboutthequality oftheresultantmesh. For example the angles at the comers may be large. There are four cases, depending on the number of soft-set curves. We then apply anincrementalshifting heuristicto get a good quality setof comers.
Figures 6 to 9 illustratethese cases on an example.
Case three or more soft-set curves. We can find a feasible solution (one always exists) in O(n) time. We put a soft-set curve by itself on a side, say opposite a side that's all hard-set, and the remainingtwo or more soft-set curves on sides opposite each other.
Case two soft-set curves. If there is a solution with both soft-set curves on the same side or on opposite sides, then therewould also be a solution if one of the soft-set curves were hard-set to one interval. So we consider this a degenerateform of the one soft-set curve case below, and here only consider solutions with soft-set curves on adjacent sides.
Finding an adjacent-side solution if one exists takes time 0(n2). If thereis a solution with soft-set curves S0 and S1 on adjacent sides (sharingcomer 2) thensliding comers 1 and 3 towardsS0 and S1 is also a solution. Thus we reduce to the following form: S0 is immediately aftercomer l,andSl is immediately before comer3, andthesumofthe hard-setintervalsfromcomer3to 1 ismeater nthehard-setsumfrom lto3. SeeFigure51eft. Finding comers 1 and 3 satisfying the hard-setsum constrainttakes lineartime, and checking all possible pairsof comers C2and C4for feasibility takes only 0(n2) time if we incrementally update parameters.
Csse one soft-set curve. In this case any feasible comer solution has two opposite hard-setsides with exactly the same intervalsum A, The remaining side SI containing the soft-set curve S has a smaller hard-setintervalsum thanits opposite side s2.
Finding a solution in time 0(n2 log n) time is somewhat tricky. Among all candidatesides H with intervalsum A, thereis a side M closest to S in the clockwise direction, and a side h2 closest in the counter-clockwise direction. See Figure 5 right. If thereis any pair of candidate sides that do not overlap, then hi and h2 do not overlap. In addition, among all candidate sides H, choosing h) and h2 as opposite sides givess] with the smatlesthard-setintervalsum and S2 with the largesthard-setintervalsum. Hence, for a given A, tinding M and h2 is sufficient to determineif thereis a solution. In practice we find M for variousA and as we encounterotherH with the sameA, we stopwhen we have a feasible solution.
In particular,our algorithm is as follows: We consider all pairs of comers not straddlingS as candidate sides H. We first consider H with smaller first comer. We keep a list of theseH sorted by hard-set intervalsum A. If a second His found with a given A, thenusing storeddatawe canin constanttimecheck if thetwo candidatesform a feasible solution. If they do, we' re done. If they don' t, then we retainthe first candidate(its h] for A) and continue.
Case no soft-set curves. There is a O(n log n) algorithmin this case. Any two pairs of comers thatexactly divide the intervalsum in half are a feasible solution. All such pairs can be found by advancingopposite comers in lock-step manner.However, we have not implemented this since the heuristic (section 2.1) would have found a feasible solution if one existed, albeit in 0(n2) time.
Corner Picking Examples
The firstset of examples, Figures 6 to 9, illustratesheuristiccomer eking, and each of the cases of the provable comer picking.
All soft-set curves 3 soft-set curves El 5+4
4W 6 Figure 7 . The heuristicand the exhaustive-searchwere turned off to demonstratethe provable algorithm for the 3+ soft-set curves case plus the incrementalshifting heuristic.
The second setof examples, Figures 10 to 18 , shows the resultsof comer picking and intervalassignmenton a sampling of surfaces.
Interval Assignment
We briefly give an overview of the interval assignmentalgorithm for a general advancing-front hexahedralmeshing algorithm. varioussurface meshing algorithmscreatetwo types of constraints, First,more structuredalgorithmscreateconstraintsof the"intervals on opposite sides are equal", or "sum of intervalson two sides are greaterthan the third" variety. Second, a quadrilateralmesh of a surface must have an even number of mesh edges on its boundary, so the unstructuredalgorithmscreate '*sumof intervalson afl sides are even" constraints.The sum-even constraintsforce the problem v I Figure 12 . Abstract regulargrid and mapping to planarsurface geometry. Figure 13 . Comer picking and intervalassignmentexamples. to be mixed-integer.The intervalsthemselvesmust also be integer, but this can often be obtained "for free" by caretil MILP formulation.
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The problem set-up is as follows: The soft-set curve intervals am the variablesof the mixed-integer linear program (MILP). We add two extradefru variables for each curve, thatcompute the positive andnegativedifference of theassigned-intervalto thegoal-interval. We weight the deltas inversely proportionalto the intervalgoal (to compute relative change). We add another variable M that computes the maximum of the weighted deltas.
The solution process has two steps. In the first step we relax the integer variables: We solve the LP with objective minimizing M. We find a curve that forced M to be as large as it is, and fix that curve's intervalsto be the nearestintegervalue and remove it from 3/ 'ft 111111
Left
Middle Right Figure 16 . In this tire-section model, choosing the four vertices with smrdlestantzlesas comers would have lead to comers of (Ace) and an un&ceptable mesh, whereasour heuristicchose corners (abde). Figure 17 . Left, rectangle-primitivemeshes. Right, triangleprimitive meshes on the same geometry with the same intervalgoals.
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I I I I Figure 18 . Another comparison of rectangle and trianglemeshing. the LP. We repeatuntil rdlcurves are fixed or M is zero. At the end of the first step we have an integer solution thatsatisfies all of the constraintsexcept the sum-even constraints.
In the second step we set tight bounds on the sum-even "k" and curve variables, thensolve theMILP minimizing the weightedõ f intervals (for speed). The Branch & Bound procedure may take too long (for a given setof bounds it may takeexponential time). If we don't find a solution within an allotted amount of time, we try less tightbounds. We have four setsof bounds. There is guaranteed to be a solution for the leastrestrictivebounds, but since thereis no guaranteeon runningtime.we mightnot find a solution withinthe iteratively solve the relaxed LP, taking time 0(n3) rather than allottedtime. 0(n2).
Our techniques give interval assignments that have very high fidelity to the user-desired goals: Most previous work relies on Our techniques are practical for models with up to a few thousand minimizing the sum of differences between assigned and goal intervals,coupled with local adjustmentsas a pre-process, whereas curves (or more if we' re lucky and certain goals and meshing we essentially minimize the lexicographic vector of differences. algorithmsare chosen). To progressbeyond thatwe conjecture that
We have noted cases where we succeed but some commercial the problem should be divided up into subproblems, as is typicallỹ ackages fail to assign intervals compatible with meshing the done with largeLPs. Figure 19 shows some real-world models with urfac~s. However, fiur techniques 'are slower becaus; we about 500 curves each.
Fkure 19. Left, a heat-sinkmeshed with a~enerafizationof mapping. Right, a mostly unstructuredmesh of a complex of 2d surfa~es,courtesy of David Hensinger. -
Ensuring the existence of a compatible hexahedral mesh
We consider the problem of generating a hexahedrd mesh of a volume that exactly matches a quadrilateralmesh of the surfaces bounding the volume. Mitchell[S] notes thatfor such a compatible hexahedralmesh to exist for a handlebody, theremust be an even number of quadrilaterals, and certain edge cycles (the ones contractible to a point in the volume) must be even. Being able to insertcuttingdisks along representativecycles is sufficient to show the existence of a hex mesh. See also Thurston[6] . Eppstein[7] gives a more constructive proof of the existence of a hexahedral mesh, in the case that the quadrilateral mesh is even and twocolorable. (Eppstein's sufficient condition is strongerin that twocolorable implies thatevery edge-cycleis even, yet weakerin that it is not restrictedto handlebodies.)
Here we give a practical way to construct a quadrilateralmesh satisfying Eppstein's sufficient conditions, ensuring that a compatible hexahedralmesh exists. Thurston has also noted thata meshwithevery quadrilateraldivided into four admitsa compatible hexahedralmesh. In essence, we reduce the existence problem to a surface cuttkg problem and a trivial intervalassignmentproblem.
First,each surface bounding the volume mustbe "cut" by inserting two-sided curves, to reduce its topology to that of a disk; see Figure20, This is somewhat analogous to inserting the cutting disks of Mitchell[S] , but in a lower dimension and it does not restrictus to handlebodies, Also, finding these cutting curves is a much easier problem, perhaps solved by sweeping, particularlyif we restrict to the typicaf case that the volume is defined by constructivesolid geometry, andeach surfaceis a subsetof a plane, a sphere,or a cone. In the generalcase, finding cuttingcurves could be accomplished by forming a quadrilateralmesh of the surface, then retaining as "cutting~urv~s some chains of mesh edges comecting disjoint components of the surface boundary (one-sided surfacesdon't bound a volume, so they need not be considered). Figure 20 . Cuttinga surface into a topological disk by introducing two-sided cuttingcurves.
We can ensure thatevery curve (including the cutting curves) has an even number of intervals or mesh edges, and simultaneously satisfy the meshing algorithm requirements,by adding constraints to the interval assignment MILP (see section 3). We mesh the curves, then the surfaces with a quadrilateralmeshing algorithm.
(Every surface admits a quad mesh, since the number of bounding Figure 21 . Adding a quad to a surface mesh.
mesh edges is even.) If there is an odd number of quadrilaterals, then we add one e.g. by opening a pair of mesh edges sharing a mesh node into a quadrilateral;see Figure 21 . We claim the surface mesh is two-colorable (see Theorem 1), so by Eppstein[7] a hex mesh exists.
Theorem 1 Ifail bounding curves have an even numberof intervals,and every bounding su~ace is topologically a disk then any even quadn"lateraimesh of the bounding su~aces admitsa compatible hexahedralmesh
Proof. We claim themesh of each surface is two-colorable red and green, with verticesof the surface red, hence the surfaces taken togetherare two-colorable. First,the mesh of the curves is twocolorable withall verticesred, since any pathbetween two vertices is even (since curves on]y meetat verticesand curves have an even numberof mesh edges). For each surface, thereis a two-coloring thatrespectsthk coloring of the curves: First,each surface has the topology of a disk, and hence any quadrilateralmesh of each surfacehas a two-coloring [7] . Second, vertices areseparatedby an even Iengthchain of edges and hence mustall be thesame color, so chose red.
Conclusions
First,we have demonstrateda practicaland robust way of choosing which four verticesof a surfacecorrespond to comers of a rectangle for the purposes of mapped meshing. This process takes into account the user-requiredand user-desirednumber of intervalson each bounding curve of the surface.This method hasbeen extended to triangle-primitivemapped meshing, and could be extended to other n-gon primitive mapped meshing as well. Second, we have outlined an implementationof a practical and robust way to solve the problem of globafly assigning intervals to a complex of surfaces, so thateach surface may be meshed according to pre-set meshing schemes and corners if possible. Third, we have outlined a practical scheme for generating a surface mesh suitable as a starting point for an advancing-front hexahedral-meshing algorithm.
A number of open problems remain. Among them are: Is there a practical way to pick comers such that the interval assignment problem is feasible? MMtring[2] answers this for one set of meshing algorithmsand notes thatit is NP-complete. Also, comer picking and intervalassignment may be infeasible due to hard-set intervals: automationwould be increased if we could determinea small setof hard-setintervalsto relax to make theproblem feasible. Also, extending the interval assignment solution to take into account the constraints imposed by semi-stmcturedm eshing algorithms such as sweeping is important. Another practical problem is determiningand implementing a way to "cut" surfaces into topological disks. such that the cuts do not create small featuresor otherwise complicate the meshing problem.
